One out of every three women will be raped in her lifetime, according to RVAP.

‘SlutWalk’ fights for rights

By ANNA THEODOSIS

A crowd, some dressed in lingerie and ripped up jeans, walked through downtown Iowa City on Thursday night. As they moved in a cluster up and down Washington Street, they chanted: “It’s a dress, not a slut.”

Around 75 men and women participated in Iowa City’s first-ever “SlutWalk.” Participants said they hoped to bring awareness to the sexualization of women and women’s bodies by taking ownership of the derogatory word “slut.”

Christina Carberry, a University of Iowa Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance president, said she wants to create a world in which female sexuality is accepted — not ashamed. “I'm going to call myself a slut,” the UI senior said. “I think we should try to take away the power of the word. I want to create a world in which female sexuality is accepted — not ashamed.”

“SlutWalk, an international movement, began in response to a comment made by a Toronto police officer in 2011 regarding a local rape. The officer said the woman wouldn’t have been raped if she wasn’t ‘dressed like a slut.’ ”

“We need to bring awareness to this issue,” Carberry said. “We need to tear down the social norms. Instead of sexual sex with whomever she chooses without being labeled.”

“The CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

Skirts adorned with sexual assault images hung on clothespins on the Perpetrator on Thursday. The free event was sponsored by the Rape Victim Advocacy Program and the Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance. The shirts featured both decorative artwork and statements from the victims about themselves and their abuse. (The Daily Iowan/Service)

Neighbors try to save house from UI

By BETH BRATSOS

CEDAR FALLS — Two houses in Iowa City’s historic Midwest neighborhood are set for demolition, but some residents believe the buildings should get more consideration.

The state Board of Regents approved University of Iowa officials’ request to demolish a 100-year-old house at 711 Melrose Ave. and another house at 15 Melrose Place during a meeting on Thursday. These houses will be destroyed for the development of a 250-space parking lot for UIHC staff and physicians whose parking will be displaced by the construction of the West Campus Transportation Center and the Children’s Hospital.
Pursuing equality

The first official University of Iowa Women’s Studies class was taught in the fall of 1972.

By KATHRYN-KELLY OLIN

University of Iowa Pro-
fessor Linda Kerber read from her book Women’s American Studies class in Schaeffer Hall one last time on Thursday.

"They say you need a generalization, I want you to pick it up, pick it up and shake it," Kerber told her final Human Rights and U.S. Women’s class.

"Then ask yourself, what does this have to do with me?"

After 41 years of teach- ing history, law, and women’s studies, the noted historian will retire from her current teaching position at the UI at the end of this semester. Kerber, who wrote the university’s first women’s studies official textbook, was hired because she was knowledgeable in her field.

"It’s a little bit of a sad time because she’s leaving," Kerr said. "I was very impressed with the course and the students."

Kerber began working at the UI after husband Richard Kerber was approached for a cardiologist position at the UI Hospitals and Clinics.

"Why are the women’s studies," Kerber asked.

"What was in the '70s was flip books and, you know, scientific textbooks," Boasberg said.

"Really, really exciting subject," Kerber said.

"Yes, I wanted one of the very few institutions in the country that would contemplate hiring a husband and wife," Kerber said. "When I was hired, we were interested in teaching a women’s studies course — like the ones in Action Studies.

"Kerber began working at the UI after husband Richard Kerber was approached for a cardiol- ogy position at the UI Hospitals and Clinics. He said he would not consider the job unless his wife could work at the UI as a historian.

"The students were taught by a graduate student, in Action Studies," Kerber said. "When I first taught this course here, we had maybe four paper- backs.

"The Women’s Studies Program was established in 1974. After seeing the limited course offerings for women’s studies students, Kerber collaborated with University of North Carolina Pro- fessor Fiona-Mason."

"By 1980, Oxford University Press came to me and said a friend who taught at the University of North Carolina then said, 'We need a hook, you know — put these things together,'" she said.

The result, Women’s America, was published in 1992 and became the UI’s first women’s studies official textbook.
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"It’s more of a social experiment to get to share a class with someone," Kerber said. "We could go back and forth between historical perspectives and legal perspectives.
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We can't wait: President Obama takes action

Today, President Obama and First lady Michelle Obama will unveil a Children's Art in Georgia, where the premier up to 500 service members, service members, veterans, spouses, dependents, and caregivers. Join us to hear about the White House initiatives to ensure health information for military families and protect our military children.

Today, President Obama and First lady Michelle Obama will unveil a Children's Art in Georgia, where the premier up to 500 service members, service members, veterans, spouses, dependents, and caregivers. Join us to hear about the White House initiatives to ensure health information for military families and protect our military children.

We have a sacred trust to ensure all children protect our nation. It is a commitment that begins at enlistment, and it must continue throughout military obligation. As a child is committed to educate and serve our military children have the chance to the college education and can find what they return from service. Enroll in the first GI Bill became law in 1985, and became the first time to determine whether the results of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that recommend that a child patient under 5 years of age should start first in a hospital with the patient, not at the child's home. The patient will likely be referred by a dental examination and then determine whether necessary treatment.

Where it is not possible to visualize or palpate the surfaces will determine the child's risk factors, and must be entered and might only be driven. Taking a 1-year x-ray is recommended every 12 months in patients with history of delay or surgical interventions.
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Pouhler said some things done were another.
Douglas Cole, a UI Ph.D. candidate in linguistics, said language is used to help people with identity. "I think it's a way of building solidarity. They're trying to show group identity. Not only are we women, but we are survivors who were offended by this term.
"We feel like Iowa City people accountable for things aren't happening here," she said.

Sexual Assault

Some national sexual statistics:
• One in six girls will experience a sexual assault.
• 50 percent of college female rape victims know their attacker prior to the assault.
• About 90 percent of campus rapes are never reported.

According to the Rape Advocacy Program in Iowa City, 67 people in Johnson County called the crisis hotline between Oct. 1 and Dec. 31, 2011.

Some participants in the event said they walked to support friends who have been affected by sexual assault.
"I have a personal connection to it," said UI sophomore Markham Renshaw. "I just think it's a really good event that gives sexual assault a voice and an outlet.
Yel Kathleen Hall Jonesen, professor of political communication at University of Pennsylvania, said taking ownership of a derogatory word like "whore-y" can be difficult.
"Trying to reclaim long-held pejoratives is a risky strategy," she wrote in an email. "However, it has been done. Ohmamari was a recent coinage. "We're here. We're queer. Get over it." was one such attempt.
"The Tina Fey piece on "Saturday Night Live" that proclaimed that she and she may not appreciate if another entity demodeled one of its 100-year-old historic houses or built a parking lot in the midst of its campus against the wishes of the UI and against the UI's campus master plan," she wrote in an email.
Kirsti assured the regents that 711 Melrose is not officially listed as a key property on the registry, though the neighborhood itself is on the National Register of Historic Places.
"The house is in pretty bad condition," he said. "It's been used, for lack of a better word, as a student party house for many, many years. There is broken glass throughout the house, the banister is broken, there's tape on the stairs. Really, the entire architectural integrity of the house is in jeopardy.
"Walker acknowledged in her email that the university is committed to preserving the barn.
"The planning committee has worked closely with the Melrose Neighborhood Association, said "We have made a good effort to preserve that house."
Officials seek bullying hotline

The Johnson County Crisis Center received 409 CrisisChat.org requests in March.

By DORA GROTE

Mental-health advocates support a local legislator’s move to expands a statewide bullying-specific hotline.

Rep. Mary Mascher, D-Iowa City, proposed the hotline last week in the Legislature, partially in reaction to the suicide of Iowa student Kenneth Wuthrich Jr. who was allegedly bullied for being gay.

“If a young person feels trapped in their crisis hotline, we need to make sure the support network is there,” said Mascher, who is sponsoring the initiative along with Rep. Beth Wessel-Kroeschell.

“Whatever media we use — texting, online chats, phone calls — we need to provide that,” said Mascher.

“By creating this hotline, we will expand the Crisis Center’s efforts to combat bullying.

The Crisis Center provides chat, phone and CrisisChat.org — available noon to midnight — and expands nationwide bullying hotlines into a statewide hotline, which will be available to young people.

“I think one of the great strengths of this initiative is that the Iowa Student Safety Services into a hotline, and that this initiative would expand the Crisis Center’s efforts to combat bullying.
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The Iowa Ethics and Campaign Disclosure Board called Thursday to rally against the regents' school closure.

“Unfortunately that far right is not about state funds. This is about state influence,” said Slockett.

“I find this position very challenging, but I think this is a very strong position to do,” said Slockett.

In an email from Johnson County Attorney Scott Schmerelson to his staff Thursday afternoon, Schmerelson said the complaint in closed sessions of the Iowa Ethics and Campaign Disclosure Board on Wednesday.
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Textbooks cramping your style?

Get up to 70% back for your textbooks.

amazon.com/sellbooks

Download the Amazon Student app and check trade-in value instantly
Celebrity Tweets You’ll Never See Above

Barbara Weinstein Workshop, 10 a.m., Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn, on Monday, Jan. 9, 2012.

Campus channel 4, cable channel 17.

Crop Circles

HUNGRY?

Dance Gala 2011 "Perspectives," a student-produced public-affairs show in Dance Department, Dec. 18, 2011

Make plans to invite people over for a visit or to discuss the possibility of making a donation. You will gain greater control, and you will be able to make positive changes that will improve your lifestyle.

uyến:

• “They’ve dropped!!!” — Justin Bieber
• “He’s so perfect #love.” — Selena Gomez
• “Lam-lam and I are forever?” — Zac Efron
• “Feeling so fulfilled today.” — Jon Gosselin

When you have the opportunity to help turn your idea into something substantial, listen, but don’t let matters get too big or too small. Be moderate, and be reasonable. Concentrate on what you can do to make your life better. Stand by a trustful friend, and make plans to invite people over for a visit or to discuss the possibility of making a donation. You will gain greater control and you will be able to make positive changes that will improve your lifestyle.

• “They’ve dropped!!!” — Justin Bieber
• “He’s so perfect #love.” — Selena Gomez
• “Lam-lam and I are forever?” — Zac Efron
• “Feeling so fulfilled today.” — Jon Gosselin

Never See:

• “Not wearing a single piece of Ed Hardy clothing #blessed.” — Donald Trump
• “My heart goes out to Jennifer Aniston.” — Kris Jenner
• “My smartest career move.” — Cate Blanchett

Today’s events

Dance Department, March 31, 2010

The Artist Youth Ballet, Dance Department, Dec. 18, 2011

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is back in Earth’s orbit after a successful mission to the International Space Station.

• “They’ve dropped!!!” — Justin Bieber
• “He’s so perfect #love.” — Selena Gomez
• “Lam-lam and I are forever?” — Zac Efron
• “Feeling so fulfilled today.” — Jon Gosselin

Neptune’s rings are made up of ice and rock, and they are believed to be remnants of a moon that collided with Neptune billions of years ago.

• “My first Pulitzer Prize can’t stop smiling.” — Meryl Streep
• “They’ve dropped!!!” — Justin Bieber
• “He’s so perfect #love.” — Selena Gomez
• “Lam-lam and I are forever?” — Zac Efron
• “Feeling so fulfilled today.” — Jon Gosselin

Horoscopes
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MAN ON THE STREET

Do you feel bullied is a problem in society and on campus? Why?
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**Sports**

**Iowa vs. Indiana**
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**Track and Field**
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**Rowing**
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Iowa’s struggling offense will face one of the best pitching staffs in the Big Ten this weekend.

**By REIN SCHUFF**

A few Iowa baseball players take signs in front of a furiously moving crowd outside the Hawks' clubhouse before every game. It's an atmosphere designed to help perform the hitters' technique properly, a slightly symbolic touch, though, as Iowa's hitters have appeared to produce more in the mirror and in practice than in the games.

It’s time to start playing playoff baseball now,” senior first baseman Mike McQuillan said.

Iowa’s 16-20, 5-7 Big Ten record is fork in the road for the team head north for a three-game series this weekend against Minnesota (23-19, 7-5). The first game is set for Saturday, 3 p.m. April 29 in Minneapolis.

When to watch:
- April 29 Saturday, 3 p.m. (TBD)
- April 30 Sunday, 1 p.m. (TBD)
- May 1 Monday, 1 p.m. (TBD)

Where to watch:
- Big Ten Digital Network
- KTMSW
- KXNO
- Iowa One Live Audio
- Streaming Audio

Iowa (16-20, 5-7 Big Ten) is in eighth place at 183 runs scored and 181 opportunities. Iowa is scoring 2.4 runs in 201 opportunities. Iowa's struggling offense will face one of the best pitching staffs in the Big Ten this weekend.

**Baseball faces tough pitching**
**2012 NFL DRAFT**

Lions snatch Reiff at No. 23

The Detroit Lions selected Riley Reiff with the 23rd pick in the NFL draft, and Reiff will have the opportunity to earn a starting job in Motown.

By SETH ROBERTS

Make it three years in a row.

Riley Reiff became the third former Iowa football player as many as years to be selected in the first round of the NFL draft on Thursday. Reiff, an offensive tackle, was taken at No. 20 by Tampa Bay last year, and Bryan Bulaga went to Green Bay with the 23rd overall pick in 2010.

Reiff was the first player from the Big Ten to be selected in the 2012 draft, according to ESPN's statistics Twitter feed. That matched the lowest the first Big Ten player has been chosen since 1988 (John Williams).

The South Dakota native was considered the No. 2 offensive-tackle in the draft and had at one time been slated as a top-10 selection, but his stock dropped over the past several weeks. Some draft experts have pointed to the 6-6, 315-pounder's relatively short wingspan — ESPNE measured his arms at just 29 inches long — as a possible concern.

“He doesn’t have the tremendously long arms that you would prefer in a left tackle, but he’s well-coached,” ESPNE draft analyst Mel Kiper said following Reiff’s selection. “Reiff is smart; he’s a good athlete; No. 3, he’s big. That goes a long way,” Schwartz said. “We

By MOLLY IRENE OLMSTEAD

The Iowa men’s tennis team lost its season opener against Pintusava, to whom she was looking for revenge she was looking for sets (6-3, 6-0) and got the match on its way. In the meantime, Panther

**SOFTBALL**

Late rally salvages softballball split

Iowa and Northern Iowa each take one game; both games were decided by late-inning scoring frenzies.

By MOLLY IRENE OLMSTEAD

The Hawkeyes scored early in the first game, 4-3, but the Hawks rallied in the second to win, 7-0. (The Daily Iowan/Jessica Payne)

Iowa junior pitcher Brady Wall slides into second base against the UNI Panthers at Pearl Field on Thursday. The Panthers defeated Iowa in the first game, 4-3, but the Hawks rallied in the second to win, 7-0. (The Daily Iowan/Jessica Payne)

**BIG TEN TENNIS TOURNAMENTS**

Men’s tennis falls in Big Ten

The Iowa men’s team has compiled a season’s worth of losses to fall out of the Top 25, 4-0, at the first round of the Big Ten Tournament in Evanston, Ill., on Friday.

The Hawkeyes ended the season with a 22-12 losing streak for the first time in program history. Iowa compiled a 1-10 record in Big Ten competition.

Iowa couldn’t put together the complete performance against Illinois.

The Hawkeyes’ doubles prob- lems showed up early when they lost the No. 1 doubles match by 6-3. The Hawkeyes’ victory was their first Big Ten victory of the season.

**INTRAMURAL**

Eric Yokhoma of Aces All Day tees off during intramural disc golf course at Peninsula Park Disc Golf Course on Thursday. The team of four with the lowest combined score wins the one-day event. My driver is Sidewinder won the tournament by one throw. (The Daily Iowan/Melissa Wilson)